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Abstract- The price factor is a direct index of profitability for any process which produced the items the cost adjustment is a mathematical technique which when implemented gives a better return an investment by keeping extra cost away from main process costing the mathematical method used in this paper is a system of equation relating fixed parameters of structural expenditure like machinery, transport, raw storage material extras with the main variable parameters like raw material such as natural gas produced from fertilizer.

Index Terms- Cost adjustment, prices index variable, cost parameter, fixed cost parameter, profitability index, and modified system.

I. INTRODUCTION

This research paper is core study of local fertilizer company producing urea from natural gas. The cost of infrastructure and other accessories was initially very high due to imported items required for erection and installation of manufacturing plant. The management of the investment group was working on a feasibility of previous working group with an estimated cost of 4.5 billion Pak rupees. The return of investment with design production capability was expected in 10 years as maximum of 45%. So it was a profitable project with coat of merits. Such as availability of the fertilizer within vicinity of field farmers Fauji Fertilizer Company Limited (FFC) district Sadiqabad Mirpur Mathailo, Fatima Fertilizer (FF) Sadiqabad, Rahim Yar Khan. At present the factory is producing huge quantity of urea but the cost of manufacture is beyond the price factor of a local market which is badly disturbed by the Indian and Chinese products.

II. METHOD AND METHODOLOGY

The mathematical model of the process is by furcated into main key operator modules governed by the specific relation expressed as mathematical expressions

\[ \sum_{l=0}^{r} = np^l + ka \] (1)
\[ \sum_{l=0}^{s} = mq^s + kb \] (2)
\[ \sum_{l=0}^{r+s} = nq^{r+s} + kc \] (3)
\[ \sum_{l=0}^{r-s} = mp^{r-s} + kd \] (4)

Where \( k_a, k_b, k_c, k_d \) are the fixed cost factor and \( n, m \) and \( r \) the coefficient of the productivity and \( p \) and \( q \) are the essential manufacturing cost \( r \) and \( s \) the frequency of the repeat cycle.

The solution of all four equations is the final index for price adjustment by calculating the hidden parameters in manufacturing process mathematical illustration of the main model.

When a process starts with a lateral frequency of repetition say \( r \) times then for every cycle starting from \( r_0 \) up to \( r_r \)

Hence:

\[ r_0, r_1, r_2, r_3, r_4, r_5, \ldots, \ldots, \ldots, r_r \]

Then the actual cost of the process will be reduced for every cycle by an amount of a coefficient \( n \) likewise \( m \) is the coefficient of increase in term of variable of expenditures like salaries, utilities and material cost for each cycle say \( s \) times then for every cycle starting for from \( s_0 \) to \( s_s \)

\[ s_0, s_1, s_2, s_3, s_4, s_5, \ldots, \ldots, \ldots, s_s \]
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The main process cost $p$ which a direct cost index of the raw material an accessories and the $q$ is the indirect cost of production like utilities electricity, water, gas and salaries etcetera.

The first equation is the material equation, second equation is the labor equation (services), third equation is the effect of material over services and fourth equation is the effect of service over material (provision)

### III. MATHEMATICAL WORKOUT

For a given time where $r$ and $s$ are different like in three shifts only one production cycle ($s = 3, r = 1$) and likewise if four cycle of production with two shift ($s = 2, r = 4$) the actual rate of change between any two parameters can be estimated by using differentiated in time keeping in main equation.

**Quantum as $\alpha$ and $t$ is the process cycle (time) where $t = 1, t = 2, t = 3$ and $t = 4$**

\[
\alpha_1 = \frac{d\alpha}{dt} = \frac{d}{dt}(n p r + k a) 
\]

\[
\alpha_2 = \frac{d\alpha}{dt} = \frac{d}{dt}(m q s + k b) 
\]

\[
\alpha_3 = \frac{d\alpha}{dt} = \frac{d}{dt}(n q r + s + k c) 
\]

\[
\alpha_4 = \frac{d\alpha}{dt} = \frac{d}{dt}(m p r - s + k d) 
\]

### IV. FORMULA EXTRACTION

In the scenario of production and material cost variation during one cycle of operation the change in the in the services value and non-productive cost on various entities like management transportation medical facilities and supporting services make the formula structure as an average of ratio between two essential cost and the two non-essential cost the summation the primary cost per cycle is summed up to nearest possible factor closed to the highest value in the data table after the normalization of data per $\alpha$ Column per year the average value is formulated by a factor of variability labeled as $\alpha$ it has four value coefficient like $\alpha_0, \alpha_1, \alpha_2, \alpha_3$ and $\alpha_4$, where $\alpha_1$ and $\alpha_2$ are the essential cost it cannot be changed for one cycle but $\alpha_3$ and $\alpha_4$ can be adjusted by the reducing the structural cost or fixed cost in this scenario on the actual cost will be vary closed to profitability factor the design factor of adjustment profitability factor is below

\[
\rho_F = \frac{\alpha_1 + \alpha_2}{\alpha_3 - \alpha_4} 
\]
For all three cumulative cycles the mean value will indicate the actual index per year and median of the five year of the production cost will represent the actual production cost.

If the $P_F$ value of the index is $(0.9 < P_F = 1)$ then model is fit for profitability over price of fertilizer and if this index is $(P_F \leq 0.9)$ fertilizer costing not fit for profit.

VI. RESULT & DISCUSSION

The calculation of the price adjustments using the simple mathematical models is successful in third world countries like Pakistan where value added pricing is not applied and is not predicted the major portion of our working class the salary paid and the farmers other agricultural operative entities are not included in the tax structure but the agricultural product is highly dependent upon fertilizer then for the price structure of the fertilizer is a deciding factor of productivity the main objective of the price adjustment of the major group of fertilizer is the controlled price implemented by government authorities. The agriculture showing season the dealer price of fertilizer is under the control structure of the supplier to the manufacturer like FFC, FF and ENGRO. Our mathematical model adjust the cost over price structure such that no gap between primary expenditure and find production of the fertilizer by providing essential index is in
such a way that all four parameters are well adjusted for the utility and cycling backs the process.

VII. CONCLUSION

The above designed mathematical model works affectively without any changing the commercial activity or productive capability or the available cost of fertilizer in commercial market the main reason for this performing of the model is its sample formulation considering cost factor on production and its distribution. The price of fertilizer against the cost of product the biggest problem of fertilizer increasing the cost production and low distribution profile in commercial market
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